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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this empirical paper is to examine the influence of “foreignness” in the 
engagement of audit firms by listed companies.  The paper is operating under the context 
of base erosion and profit shifting.  Using 2018 annual financial and non-financial data 
which was purposively hand-collected from 35 listed companies in Nigeria, we run 
binary logistic regression to test the hypotheses of the paper, which are that foreign 
chairmen, foreign chief executive offers, foreign chief financial officers, percentage of 
foreign shareholdings and proportion of foreign directors of Nigerian listed companies 
are not more likely to be biased in favour of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 
counterparts. The result suggests that only the percentage of foreign shareholdings adds 
positively significantly to the likelihood of engaging Big 4 audit firms by Nigerian listed 
companies.  The odds of engaging a Big 4 audit firm is 1.042 times higher than that of 
non-Big 4 auditors.  In other words, under BEPS regime the percentage of foreign 
shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings of companies is likely to be biased in 
favour of Big 4 audit firms more than non-Big 4 counterparts. This result suggests that as 
the percentage of foreign shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings increases the 
likelihood of engaging Big 4 auditors increases also. The model explains about 10.0% (Cox 
& Snell R2) and 15% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in audit firm type.   Meanwhile, 
chairman-, chief executive officer/managing director-, and chief financial officer- 
nationality; and proportion of foreign board members do not add significantly to the 
likelihood of appointing Big 4 audit firms under BEPS regime. 
 
Keywords:  Foreign bias, home bias, foreignness, BEPS, logistic regression, local 
content, Big 4 auditors,  annual reports, financial statements 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this empirical paper is to examine the influence of “foreignness” in the 
engagement of audit firms by Nigerian listed companies. The paper is operating under 
the context of base erosion and profit shifting (BEPS).  By foreignness we mean the ability 
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of foreign interests to bias the engagement of companies’ audit firms.2 As conceptualised 
under base erosion and profit shifting (hereinafter, BEPS) regime, foreign bias is likely to 
influence the appointment or engagement of audit firms.  According to Kleist (2018), 
BEPS refers to opportunities for [corporate] taxpayers to benefit from gaps and 
mismatches in the tax rules that are applicable to international transactions and to shift 
taxable income from high-tax to low-tax jurisdictions by entering into agreements with 
associated enterprises on terms that would not have been agreed on by independent 
parties.   Following OECD (2013), Herzfeld (2017), Burgers & Mosquera (2017) and 
Christian & Apeldoorn (2018), we define base erosion and profit shifting as arrangements 
by an international company to have its finances structured in such ways that would 
result in no tax or low tax burden, and whereby companies shift profits from jurisdictions 
with activities creating the profits to other jurisdictions where the profits are reported.3 
According to OECD (2013), BEPS undermines the integrity of the tax system as the public, 
the media and some taxpayers deem reported low corporate taxes to be unfair. Indeed, 
OECD (2013) considers BEPS as constituting a serious risk to tax revenues, tax 
sovereignty and tax fairness for OECD member countries and non-members alike.   
 
Research evidence by Almer, Philbrick & Rupley (2014) and others have shown that 
management of companies continues to provide input into the process of selecting audit 
firms. Hence, an examination of the influence of foreign chairmen, foreign chief executive 
officers/managing directors, foreign chief financial officers, percentage of foreign 
shareholdings, and proportion of foreign directors in the engagement of audit firms as 
against Nigerians holding similar positions in Nigerian companies should be welcome 
development.  Prior research has not provided evidence of the influence of foreign board 
members in the process of engaging audit firms given the circumstances of BEPS.  In light 
of this we are of the opinion that foreign interests on the board may be biased in favour 
of appointing well-known foreign large audit firms (hereinafter, Big 4 4 ) than 
domestic/home members of board of directors are likely to do. Foreign members of the 
board of directors are likely more than their Nigerian counterparts to favour engaging 
Big 4 audit firms. In terms of the wherewithal, according to Asien (2014, p. 291), “Big 4 
audit regime has [the] clout, international connection, exposure, experience, audit 
technology and other endowments.”   This is because the Big 4 audit firms help their 

 
2  We acknowledge United Nations Economic Commission for Africa’s (2018) concern that African 

countries’ residents have shifted money to developed countries and tax haven jurisdictions. 

 
3 In a finer specific detail, base erosion refers to cases where companies take advantage of differences or 

mismatches of rules in different jurisdictions to achieve ‘double non-taxation’ – a situation in which income 

is not taxed in any jurisdiction at all. Profit shifting refers to artificial transfer of profit by companies from 

higher- to lower-tax countries (e.g., Miller & Pope, 2016). 
 
4  The Big 4 audit firms operating in Nigeria include PricewaterhouseCoopers; Deloitte, Touché & 

Tohmatsu; Ernst and Young; and KPMG.  Collectively, they control circa 68% of the Nigerian audit market 

(Asien, 2014). The non-Big 4 audit firms include those with regional, national, and/or international 

colouration. 
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multinational companies to carry out aggressive international tax planning. This 
proposition is based upon the assumptions that: 1) foreign (Big 4) audit firms have the 
depth and breadth of international reach manifested by their cross-border skills, 
knowledge, expertise as well as understanding of several different local conditions, rules, 
regulations, political, legal, and regulatory requirements in various different countries 
where multinational companies (MNCs) operate; 2) foreign board members are more 
likely to appoint one of their own as audit firms of Nigerian firms. This bias, not 
surprisingly, could be due to trust among foreign interests, and the ability of foreign 
board members to understand foreign audit firms, or the ability to understand each 
other’s body language, such as aggressive international tax planning and profit shifting 
schemes.  All of these will be brought to bear, contribute to, and strengthen aggressive 
international tax planning; so that Big 4 audit firms with tentacles in several jurisdictions 
stand a vantage point. 
The main expectation of the paper is that foreignness is likely to be biased in favour of 
Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts in Nigerian listed firms. In more 
details, it is expected that foreign chairmen, foreign chief executive officers, and foreign 
chief financial officers of Nigerian listed companies are more likely to be biased in favour 
of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts in Nigerian firms.  Furthermore, it 
is expected that high percentages of shareholdings held by foreign shareholders in 
relation to total shareholdings are more likely to be biased in favour of engaging Big 4 
audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts.  Finally, it is expected that a high 
proportion of foreign directors in Nigerian listed companies is more likely to bias in 
favour of engaging Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts in Nigeria.    These 
expectations form the basis of our hypotheses in a later section of the paper. 
 
To accomplish the purpose of this paper, we analyse a sample of 35 Nigerian quoted firms 
on the Nigerian Stock Exchange, ww.nse.com.ng. The companies are connected entities 
that have a parent, an associate or a subsidiary or fellow subsidiary in Nigeria; including 
inbound multinational corporations (MNCs) that may or may not have subsidiaries in 
Nigeria, or outbound Nigerian companies that (may not) have subsidiaries abroad; and 
prepare consolidated (group) or single annual accounts/financial statements.   
 
The motivation for the current paper comes from, amongst others, Abu & Mohammed 
(2020), who observe that currently the issue of BEPS is a trending topic in the world of 
public finance, and OECD (2013)’s base erosion and profit shifting paper titled 
“addressing base erosion and profit shifting.”  The paper is also motivated by the 
“traditional” search for factors that influence audit firm selection (e.g., Che-Ahmad, 
Houghton & Yusof (2006) which predates the current effort based on BEPS which is being 
pioneered by our current paper5.   
 

 
5 “Traditional” because the current genre may change in the face of the emergent BEPS, which could be a new 

normal. 
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This paper provides and examines the link between audit firm type and firm-side foreign 
bias (or no bias) under BEPS context. BEPS regime or context is one where multinational 
or international companies consciously seek for ways to engage in aggressive 
international tax planning that minimise their tax liabilities.  To be able to achieve this, 
the companies would require the services of foreign tax consultants or foreign audit firms 
with requisite knowledge across different jurisdictions.  According to Asien (2014), Big 4 
audit regime has, among others, [the] clout, international connection, exposure, 
experience, audit technology and other endowments. They are assumed to have the 
depth and breadth of international reach which is manifested by their cross-border skills, 
knowledge, expertise as well as understanding of several different local conditions, rules, 
regulations, political, and legal requirements of various different jurisdictions. 
 
This paper is unique from other prior papers operating on BEPS in several respects: 1) it 
is an empirical paper on firm-side foreign influences thought to be influencing the 
engagement of audit firms, unlike prior Nigerian paper such Abu & Mohammed (2020)’s 
review of an aspect of international taxation that focused on tax strategy of multination 
corporations; and also, unlike Olaoye & Aguguom (2017)’s desk review of related 
literature which focused on tax base erosion and profit shifting through transfer pricing 
from the perspectives of tax avoidance and profit shifting manipulative tendencies of 
multinational companies’ operations. 2) The paper utilises behavioural as well as 
financial data on foreignness as its independent variables.   It is almost similar but unlike 
Olaoye & Adebayo (2020), who empirically investigated the effect of base erosion and 
profit shifting on revenue generation in Nigeria.  A unifying factor in both our paper and 
those cited here is that they all operate in the context of BEPS and utilise Nigerian data.  
 
To the best of our knowledge, this appears to be the first empirical paper to carry out a 
study on the influence of foreignness on the engagement of audit firms under BEPS 
regime.  Therefore, the paper makes a significant contribution to the audit engagement 
and BEPS literatures. In addition, the paper also implicates local content policy at the 
company level.  
 
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows.  The next section is a review of related 
literature.  Section 3 provides the research methodology and hypotheses, section 4 
presents the empirical results and discussions while section 5 concludes. 
 

II. BRIEF REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Empirical research on base erosion and profit shifting and auditor selection is scanty, 
although in general theoretical and literature review research in the area is gaining 
traction (see, for example, Abu & Mohammed, 2020; Olaoye & Adebayo, 2020; Olaoye & 
Aguguom, 2017; and OECD, 2013). Abu & Mohammed (2020)’s paper focused on a 
critical review of the literature regarding international taxation focusing on how tax 
strategy of MNEs through base erosion and profit shifting impacted the revenue-
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generating ability of the low-income nations.  Olaoye & Aguguom (2017)’s paper 
examined tax base erosion and profit shifting through transfer pricing from the 
perspectives of tax avoidance and profit shifting manipulative tendencies of 
multinational companies’ operations.    
A section of prior papers on the selection of audit firms (e.g., Eichenseher (1985), Abbott 
& Parker (2000 and 2001), Beasley & Petroni (2001), Addams & Allred (2002), Che-
Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006) and Hermanson, Plunkett & Turner (1994), among 
others) identified factors that influence engagement of audit firms. Specifically, Che-
Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006) investigated the extent to which ethnic association and 
national issues influence audit services market in Malaysia; that is, the effect of ethnicity 
and foreign ownership on choice of independent auditors. Eichenseher (1985) examines 
auditor quality as a predictor variable while Abbott &Parker (2000 and 2001), Beasley & 
Petroni (2001) and Addams & Allred (2002) examine audit firms’ industry specialisation 
as well as audit firm size. Hermanson et al. (1994) examine audit firm technical expertise, 
and the quality of audit firm personnel as predictor variables.    
Another section of prior literature (e.g., Almer et al., 2014)) enumerated detailed criteria 
for selecting audit firms, including firm size (which is proxied by Big 4/non-Big 4, as well 
as national/regional dimensions), availability of international services, technical 
expertise, audit firm industry experience.  Others include engagement partner attributes, 
engagement fee, management preference, and whether management and/or audit 
committee members are alumni of the audit firm.  On their part, Houghton & Jubb (2020) 
discussed important factors to explain auditor choice, among which are institutional 
factors and networking between auditors and directors.  Of particular interest to this 
paper because it played on ethnic sentiment, is a closely allied paper by Che-Ahmad, 
Houghton & Yusof (2006).  Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006), while examining the 
effect of ethnicity on the choice of auditors among Malaysian public listed companies, 
and the extent to which the presence of foreign corporations’ influence audit services 
market in that country, observed that headquarters of foreign multinational corporations 
might impose a given external auditor on their subsidiaries in foreign countries.  In fact, 
the authors provide an instance of Chinese nationals’ behaviour in Malaysia, where they 
argued that Chinese auditors are likely to be more understanding of their fellow Chinese 
company directors/managers than auditors from other ethnic backgrounds, noting that 
a mutual understanding which is due to shared values and cultural/language similarities 
exist among them. Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006) opine that the roles of Chinese 
networks in monitoring market information, sharing risks and providing capital and 
business opportunities to the Chinese business community are likely to influence the 
process of auditor choice.   We hasten to note that none of these prior literatures reviewed 
here investigated foreignness as contributing to the engagement (or none-engagement) 
of independent auditors under BEPS, whether Big 4 or not.  
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Sample, data, and sources 
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We analyse a sample of 35 Nigerian quoted firms (excluding finance and banking firms) 
on the Nigerian Stock Exchange, available at ww.nse.com.ng. They were purposely 
selected, and their annual reports and financials were downloaded from their websites.  
To be considered for inclusion the companies must as at the time of data collection be 
connected, or had recent connections, and have parent(s) or subsidiary(ies) or fellow 
subsidiary(ies) or associate(s) in Nigeria. They include multinational corporations 
(MNCs) that may or may not have subsidiary(ies) or associate(s) in Nigeria or Nigerian 
companies that have subsidiary(ies) abroad.  The companies prepare consolidated (or 
group) or single annual accounts/financial statements.  A list of the companies 
purposively selected is contained in the appendix at the end of the paper.  All the research 
data were collected from the 2018 annual reports of companies listed on the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange at ww.nse.ng and supplemented with data from African financials 
(www.africanfinancials.com).  The hand-collected data are those on audit firm type, 
nationalities of chairmen of board of directors, chief executive officers/managing 
directors, chief financial officers, percentage of foreign shareholdings, and proportion of 
foreign members of the board of directors.   
 
Method of data analysis 

We make two fine distinctions regarding the predominant audit firm types in Nigeria, 
Big 4 and non-Big 4 audit firms.  Being a dichotomous variable, we apply statistical 
measures of central tendencies (primarily averages and modes), and binomial logistic 
regression to analyse the data.  We apply binomial logistic regression as the most suitable 
method of investigating the categorical dependent dichotomous-scaled variable, which 
is a mutually exclusive and exhaustive category. That is, a company either choses a Big 4 
or a non-Big 4 audit firm.6 Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006) support the use of this 
method. Other assumptions giving credence to logistic regression are that 1) the 
independent variables comprise both continuous and categorical variables; 2) the 
assumption that a linear relationship exists between the percentage of shareholdings and 
proportion of foreign members of board of directors, 3) and the logit transformation of 
audit firm type.  
 
The model specification 
 
Following Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006), we specify a logistic regression model 
that is amenable to inclusion of dichotomous dependent variables and takes the following 
specification.  
 

 
6 We back out cases where a company choses or combines both a Big 4 and a non-Big 4 audit firms (joint 

audits) at the same time for the reason that joint audit engagements rare in Nigeria (see, Asien, 2014)  
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PROB(AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE = 1) = α + β1CHAIR_NTN + β2CEO_NTN + 
β3CFO_NTN  

+ β4PER_FRGN_SHLDNGS + β5PROP_FRGN_DIR  + ϵ 
 
Where: the dependent variable, AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE, depicts whether the audit firm is a 
Big 4 or a non-Big 4.   
 
Independent Variables 

CHAIR_NTN is nationality of chairman of the board, CEO_NTN is nationality of chief 
executive officer/managing director (CEO)/MD, CFO_NTN is nationality of chief 
financial officer (CFO), PER_FRGN_SHLDNGS is percentage of foreign shareholdings in 
relation to total shareholdings, and PROP_FRGN_DIR is proportion of foreign directors 
relative to the total number of directors on the board. α is constant term, ϵ is a stochastic 
error term, i.i.d. Β1, Β2, Β3, Β4, and Β5 are regression coefficients for which we predict non-
negative estimates. The logistic regression tests were conducted at a liberal .1 level of 
significance. 
 
The variables represent micro-level qualitative and quantitative data which were sourced 
from the firms’ annual reports.  Changes of the variables are uncommon in the short run 
of one year although that cannot be said of the long run.  Barring any 
unpleasant/abnormal/unforeseen circumstances, on average, it takes a little while for a 
firm to effect changes in its board of directors or change its share ownership structure.  
And for stability of policies and operations, an entity is most unlikely to change its board 
composition within a short period of one year. The tests conducted in the paper did not 
control for this rare or infrequent event.   
 
Categorical variables coding and frequency distributions of variables 
We assign the value “1” to Big 4 audit firms and “0” to the non-Big 4. It can be seen from 
Table 1 that 28 (or 80%) of the companies engaged the services of Big 4 auditors while 7 
(or 20%) engaged the services of non-Big 4 audit firms.  
 

   Table 1.  Code and frequency distribution of audit firms 

 Code Frequency Percent 

 Non Big 4 0 7 20.0 

Big 4 1 28 80.0 

Total  35 100.0 

 

The categorical predictor variables are chairman-, CEO- and CFO- nationality, coded “1” 
if a foreigner and “0” if a Nigerian.  From Table 2, 29 (about 83%) of the Nigerian 
companies had Nigerian chairmen while 6 (about 17%) had foreigners as chairmen.  
Nineteen (about 54%) of the CEOs were Nigerians while 16 (about 46%) were foreigners.  
Twenty-five (about 71%) and ten (about 29%) of the CFOs were Nigerians and foreigners, 
respectively. 
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Table 2.      Code and Frequency Distribution of Board Members Nationality 

  Chairman  CEO  CFO 

  Code Freq. Percent  Freq. Percent  Freq. Percent 

 

Nigerian 0 29 82.9  19 54.3  25 71.4 

Foreigner 1 6 17.1  16 45.7  10 28.6 

Total  35 100.0  35 100.0  35 100.0 

 

It is interesting to note that 46% (29%) of the companies’ CEOs (CFOs) were foreigners.  
Although the companies are public quoted companies operating in Nigeria, the high 
number of foreign nationals constituting the CEOs and CFOs speaks seriously to the issue 
of local content in Nigeria’s corporate world.  In fact, there are grumblings as reported in 
the pmnewsnigeria newspaper of 30 September 2020 
(www.pmnewsnigeria.com/2020/09/30) by the Business Founders Coalition that 
foreign equity firms have become a major threat to the well-being of the private sector 
businesses in Nigeria.  The Coalition lamented that most local businesses are struggling 
due to unfavourable operating environment and lack of access to finance to grow their 
business; hence they look to foreign equity investors who seek controlling rights as a 
condition to invest in Nigerian firms.  The paper’s binary logistic regression model will 
be used to test the five sub-hypotheses formulated and presented below.  
 
Hypotheses 

To formulate the main hypothesis of the paper, we draw upon Almer et al. (2014), who 
observed that extant research has shown that management of companies continues to 
provide input into the audit firm decision [decision] process.  This leads to the main 
hypothesis that foreignness is not more likely to be biased in favour of engaging Big 4 
audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts. We decouple this main hypothesis into five 
sub-hypotheses.  Without any order of priority, the first three of the hypotheses address 
corporate governance, non-financial or behavioural dimensions while the following two 
hypotheses address financial/quantitative dimensions.   The hypotheses are stated in the 
null form, and each goes like this:  
 
Hypothesis 1.1: Foreign chairmen of Nigerian listed companies are not more likely to be biased  

   in favour of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts.   
 
Hypothesis 1.2: Foreign CEOs of Nigerian listed companies are not more likely to be biased in  

  favour of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts.   
 

Hypothesis 1.3: Foreign CFOs of Nigerian listed companies are not more likely to be biased in  
   favour of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts.   
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Next, we hypothesise that the higher the ordinary shares held by foreign shareholders 
the more the possibility of engaging a Big 4 auditor who will help the company to do 
aggressive international tax planning or other profit shifting schemes that minimise the 
company’s tax liability, or shift profit to other jurisdictions.  Therefore, the hypothesis is 
that, 
Hypothesis 1.4: The percentage of foreign shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings of  

Nigerian listed companies are not more likely to be biased in favour of Big 4 audit 
firms than their non-Big 4 counterparts.   
 

Finally, we hypothesise that the higher the proportion of foreign directors in a company 
the more the possibility of engaging a Big  4 auditor who will help the company to do 
aggressive international tax planning or other profit shifting schemes that would 
minimise the company’s tax liability,  or shift profit to other jurisdictions.  That is, 
Hypothesis 1.5: The high proportion of foreign directors of Nigerian listed companies is not  

more likely to be biased in favour of Big 4 audit firms than their non-Big 4 
counterparts.   
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This section presents the empirical findings of the paper.  Inspection of Tables 1 and 2 
together throws up a very salient observation, which is that whereas the chairmen, CEOs 
and CFOs of Nigerian companies are mostly Nigerians, yet the companies chose to 
engage Big 4 audit firms who are foreign concerns.  Is it that foreign board members wield 
more subtle influence in their companies than the Nigerian board members, even though 
foreign board members are in the minority?  Partly, one plausible explanation for this 
observation could be that under BEPS regime where Nigerian board of directors 
participate in engaging Big 4 auditors they do so to aid them in shifting their wealth 
abroad. This unwholesome behavioural tendency is reinforced by UNECA (2018), which 
observed that African countries have been victims of base erosion and profit shifting not 
only by multinational enterprises (foreign bias) that have invested in the continent, but 
also by African countries residents (home bias) who have shifted money to developed 
countries and tax havens. Furthermore, contrary-wise, even though foreign members of 
boards would want to engage in BEPS behaviour they are in the minority and would 
want to avoid infraction of Nigeria laws. 
 
Descriptive statistics 

The descriptive statistics are contained in Table 3.  Readers are to note that in the table, 
maximum (1) is the code for Big 4 audit firms while minimum (0) represents that of non-
Big 4 audit firms. 
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Table 3.                                                                 Descriptive Statistics 

 
Audit  
Firms 

Chairmen 
Nationality 

CEOs  
Nationality 

CFOs 
Nationality 

% of Foreign 
Shareholdings 

Proportion of 
Foreign 

Directors 

N Valid 35 35 35 35 35 35 

Missin
g 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

Mean .80 .17 .46 .29 53.3163 .3192 

Mode 1 0 0 0 60.00 .00 

Std. Deviation .406 .382 .505 .458 21.83076 .19373 

Minimum 0 0 0 0 6.00 .00 

Maximum 1 1 1 1 87.95 .67 

 

Notice from the table that the Big 4 audit firms secure most of the engagements (unique 
mode = 1), mean (= 80%) than the non-Big 4 audit firms.  Regarding chairmen-, CEOs- 
and CFOs’- nationality, maximum (1) indicates foreign occupants of the office while “0” 
(minimum) represents Nigerian occupants.  The majority (unique mode = 0) of the 
chairmen, CEOs and CFOs are Nigerians, with respective mean of 17%, 46%, and 29%.   
The mean and maximum foreign shareholdings of Nigerian companies are, respectively, 
about 53% and about 88%, of the total shareholdings.  This means that foreign 
shareholders own most of the multinational companies operating in Nigeria. This finding 
is supported by Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof (2006), who found that foreign 
companies with substantial shareholdings of more than 50% are associated with Big Six 
auditors in Malaysia. They found that none of the foreign corporations chose non-Big Six 
auditors in Malaysia: clearly showing preference of foreign companies towards Big Six 
auditors.   
Aside the finding that Nigerian board members partake in engaging Big 4 auditors to aid 
them in shifting their wealth abroad, this finding also provides another plausible 
explanation for why Big 4 audit firms are engaged by Nigerian companies under BEPS 
regime.  Foreign shareholders are likely to prefer Big 4 audit firms they believe to be 
knowledgeable (than their non-Big 4 counterparts) in aggressive international tax 
planning schemes that would help assist foreign shareholders to shift their profit or 
wealth abroad.  Our finding is also consistent with Che-Ahmad, Houghton & Yusof 
(2006), who found support for ethnic networking Chinese nationals in the auditor 
selection process in Malaysia. Table 3 further shows that, on average, about 32% of board 
of directors are foreigners.  Six percent is the least of the total shareholdings held by 
foreign shareholders.  Some of the companies do not have foreign board members at all 
(minimum = 0) while 67% represents the highest (maximum) concentration of foreign 
members on the board of directors. Next is the correlation analysis. 
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Correlation analysis 

Table 4 presents the Spearman’s rho correlations; the correlations are bolded while the 
levels of significance are italicised and in brackets.  The table shows that there are no 
statistically significant relationships between the criterion variable, audit firms 
(AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE) and all the predictor variables. However, there are positive 
correlations between audit firms (AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE) and chairmen (CHAIR_NTN), 
CEOs nationality (CEO_NTN), CFOs nationality (CFO_NTN), and percentage of foreign 
shareholdings (PER_FRGN_SHLDNGS). This suggests there is a direct relationship 
between audit firm type and chairmen, CEOs, CFOs nationalities as well as the 
percentage of foreign shareholdings.  There is a negative correlation between 
AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE and proportion of foreign directors (PROP_FRGN_DIR). Regarding 
correlations among the predictor variables, the direction of all the correlations are 
positive, which implies prima facie direct relationships.  There is a high significant 
correlation (rho = .551, Sig. ρ-value < .01) between chairmen nationality (CHAIR_NTN) 
and CFOs nationality (CFO_NTN).  There is a moderate correlation (rho = .386, Sig. ρ-
value < .05) between CEO nationality (CEO_NTN) and percentage of foreign 
shareholdings (PER_FRGN_SHLDNGS).  There is also a high correlation (rho = .689, Sig. 
ρ-value < .01) between CEO nationality (CEO_NTN) and proportion of foreign directors 
(PROP_FRGN_DIR).  There is also a moderate significant correlation (rho = .396, Sig. ρ-
value < .05) between CFO nationality (CFO_NTN) and proportion of foreign directors 
(PROP_FRGN_DIR).  Finally, there appears to be a moderate significant correlation (rho 
= .366, Sig. ρ-value < .05) between PER_FRGN_SHLDNGS and PROP_FRGN_DIR.  In 
sum, the predictor variables appear to move in the same positive direction. 
 
Table 4.                                    Spearman’s rho Correlations (N = 35, 2-tailed) 

 
Audit 
Firms 

Chairman 
Nationality 

CEO 
Nationality 

CFO 
Nationality 

Percentage of 
Foreign 

Shareholdings 

Proportio
n of 

Foreign 
Directors 

Audit Firms 1 .038 .029 .000 .233 -.004 

 (.829) (.870) (1.000) (.177) (.984) 

Chairman Nationality  1 .039 .551** .060 .154 

  (.823) (.001) (.732) (.376) 

CEO Nationality   1 .308 .386* .689** 

    (.072) (.022) (.000) 

CFO Nationality    1 .100 .396* 

    (.567) (.019) 

% of Foreign Shareholdings         1 .366* 

      (.031) 

Proportion of Foreign Directors       1 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).      *. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-
tailed). 
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Binary logistic regression analysis 
 
A binary logistic regression was performed to ascertain the influence of chairmen’s 
nationality, chief executive officers/managing directors’ nationality, chief financial 
officers’ nationality, percentage of foreign shareholdings, and proportion of foreign 
board members on the likelihood of engaging audit firms.  Under our BEPS formalisation, 
Big 4 audit firms are hypothesised to help listed companies carry out aggressive 
international tax planning and profit shifting schemes.  
 

Table 5.                                           Classification Tablea,b 

Observed 

Predicted 

Audit Firms 
Percentage Correct 

Non Big 4 Big 4 

Step 0 Audit Firms Non Big 4 0 7 .0 

Big 4 0 28 100.0 

Overall Percentage   80.0 

a. Constant is included in the model. 
b. The cut value is .500 

 
Table 6.                                                   Model Summary 

Step -2 Log likelihood Cox & Snell R Square Nagelkerke R Square 

1 31.540a .095 .150 

a. Estimation terminated at iteration number 5 because parameter estimates changed by less than .001. 
 
 

Table 7.          Hosmer and Lemeshow Test 

Step Chi-square df Sig. 

1 8.030  7 .330 

 
The model fit’s test result in Hosmer and Lemeshow Test table (Sig. ρ-value = .330) as 
shown in Table 7 suggests that the model fits the data.  Table 8 shows the contribution of 
each predictor variable to the model and the variables’ statistical significance. 
 

Table 8.      Logistic regression to predict the likelihood of engaging audit firms 

PROB(AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE=1) = α + β1CHAIR_NTN + β2CEO_NTN + β3CFO_NTN +  

β4PER_FRGN SHLDNGS + β5PROP_ FRGN DIR  + ϵ 

 B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B) 

CHAIR_NTN(1) -.424 1.494 .081 1 .776 .654 
CEO_NTN(1) .272 1.335 .042 1 .838 1.313 
CFO_NTN(1) .234 1.290 .033 1 .856 1.264 
PER_FRGN SHLDNGS .041 .024 2.993 1 .084** 1.042 
PROP_FRGN DIR -1.237 3.451 .129 1 .720 .290 
Constant -.200 2.236 .008 1 .929 .819 
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Where AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE is whether an audit firm is a Big 4 or a non-Big 4, CHAIR_NTN = nationality 
of chairman of the board, CEO_NTN = nationality of the chief executive officer/managing director (CEO)/MD, 
CFO_NTN = nationality of the chief financial officer (CFO), PER_FRGN SHLDNGS = percentage of foreign 
shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings of the entity, and PROP_FRGN DIR = proportion of foreigners 
on the board of directors relative to the total number of directors on the board.  

**. Significant at .1 level 

 
The table shows that there are no statistically significant relationships between the 

criterion variable, AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE, and the predictor variables, except for the 

percentage of foreign shareholdings which was significant at the liberal .1 level. This is 

consistent with the correlations reported in Table 4. At a glance, the regression results 

indicate the direction of the following influences.  Foreign chairmen (CHAIR_NTN), and 

proportion of foreign directors (PROP_FRGN DIR) negatively influence the engagement 

of audit firms while foreign chief executive officers (CEO_NTN), foreign chief financial 

officers (CFO_NTN), and percentage of foreign shareholdings (PER_FRGN SHLDNGS) 

positively influence engagement of audit firms, in this case the Big 4 audit firms.  The 

model explains about 10.0% (Cox & Snell R2) and 15% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in 

audit firm type and correctly classifies 80% of the cases, from Tables 6 and 5. Other 

variables not researched by the paper explain the rest of the variation in 

AUDIT_FIRM_TYPE. 

Testing at the liberal .1 level of significance, we find that only the percentage of foreign 

shareholdings positively added significantly to the model/prediction (Sig. ρ-value < .10).  

The odds of engaging a Big 4 audit firm is 1.042 times for Big 4 auditors than for non-Big 

4 auditors.  In other words, under BEPS regime the percentage of foreign shareholdings 

in relation to total shareholdings of a company is more likely to be biased in favour of Big 

4 audit firms than non-Big 4 audit firms.  Specifically, increasing the percentage of foreign 

shareholdings by about 4% will likely result in about a unit increase in engaging a Big 4 

audit firm.   This test result rejects the null hypothesis (hypothesis 1.4) that the percentage 

of foreign shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings of a company is not more likely 

to be biased in favour of Big 4 audit firms than non-Big 4 audit firms. Meanwhile, 

chairmen nationality, chief executive officers’ nationality, chief financial officers’ 

nationality, and proportion of foreign members of the board do not add significantly to 

the model as the respective Sig. ρ-values are >.10.  Table 8 further shows that there is more 

likelihood of engaging Big 4 auditors if there is a one-unit change or increase in 

percentage of foreign shareholdings, given that all other independent variables are held 

constant. The test results accept the null hypotheses regarding chairmen-, managing 

directors-, chief financial officers nationality, and the proportion of foreign directors 

relative to the total board membership.  All of these are not statistically significantly more 

related to the likelihood of engaging Big 4 audit firms under a BEPS regime.    
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper conducts empirical research to examine the influence of foreign bias on the 

engagement of audit firms in Nigeria. Our definition of “foreignness” encompasses 

foreign chairmen, foreign chief executive officers or managing directors, foreign chief 

financial officers, percentage of foreign shareholdings and proportion of foreign directors 

on the board. It is interesting to note that a sizeable percentage — 46% and 29% of the 

sample companies’ CEOs CFOs — are foreigners (Table 2).  Although the companies are 

public quoted companies operating in Nigeria, the high percentage of foreign nationals 

constituting the CEOs and CFOs speaks seriously to the issue of local content policy in 

Nigeria’s corporate board rooms, as exemplified by the concerns of Business Founders 

Coalition that, among other things, foreign equity firms have become a major threat to 

the well-being of private sector businesses in Nigeria 

(www.pmnewsnigeria.com/2020/09/30).  The regression results in Table 8 indicate that 

foreign chairmen (CHAIR_NTN), and proportion of foreign directors (PROP_FRGN DIR) 

negatively influence the engagement of audit firms while foreign chief executive officers 

(CEO_NTN), foreign chief financial officers (CFO_NTN), and percentage of foreign 

shareholdings (PER_FRGN SHLDNGS) have positive influence on engagement of audit 

firms, the Big 4 audit firms.  The findings suggest that only the percentage of foreign 

shareholdings adds positive significant influence on the likelihood of engaging Big 4 

audit firms by Nigerian listed companies.  The odds of engaging a Big 4 audit firm is 1.042 

times as opposed to non-Big 4 audit firms.  In other words, under BEPS regime the 

percentage of foreign shareholdings in relation to total shareholdings of a company is 

more likely to be biased in favour of Big 4 auditors than non-Big 4 auditors. As the 

percentage of foreign shareholdings increases so does the likelihood of engaging Big 4 

auditors than non-Big 4 auditors. The model explains about 10.0% (Cox & Snell R2) and 

15% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in audit firm type — as reported in Table 6 — and 

correctly classifies 80% of the cases, as reported in Table 5.   Meanwhile, the test results 

suggest that nationality of chairmen, of chief executive officers, and of chief financial 

officers; and the proportion of foreign members of boards of directors do not add 

significantly to the likelihood of appointment of Big 4 audit firms under BEPS regime.   

This paper makes important contributions to the audit engagement literature.  In 

addition, regarding national industrial policy on local content, the paper also implicates 

local content policy practiced at the company level. In fact, there are grumblings by the 

Business Founders Coalition that foreign equity firms have become a major threat to the 

well-being of private sector businesses in Nigeria, and that most local businesses have 

been struggling due to unfavourable operating environment and lack of access to finance 
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to grow their business; hence they look to foreign equity investors, who seek controlling 

rights as a condition to invest in Nigerian firms.   
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Appendix 

Companies used for data collection, 2018 annual reports/financial statements 

*A.G. Leventis Plc *Guinness Nigeria Plc *NCR Nigeria Plc 

*Academy Press Plc *International Breweries Plc *Nestlé Nigeria Plc 

https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1835-
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*B.O.C.Gases Plc *John Holt Plc *Nahco Aviance Plc 

*Berger Paint Plc *Julius Berger Plc *Nigerian Enamelware 

Plc 

*Beta Glass Plc *Lafarge West Africa Plc *Notore Chemicals Plc 

*Cadbury Nigeria Plc *Morison Plc *Oando Plc 

*E-Tranzact Plc *MRS_Oil Nigeria Plc *Okomo Oil Nigeria Plc 

*Flour Mills Nigeria 

Plc 

*MTN Plc *P.Z. Cussions Nigeria 

Plc 

*Forte Oil Nigeria Plc *Northern Nigerian Flours 

Plc 

*Presco Nigeria Plc 

*Greif Nigeria Plc *Nigerian Breweries Plc *SCOA Nigeria Plc 

  *SCOA Nigeria Plc 

  *SKB Nigeria Plc 

  *Tourist Coy of Nig. Plc 

  *UAC of Nigeria Plc 

  *Unilever Nigeria Plc 

 

 


